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Starting the
Year
Building Community in
Inclusive Classrooms
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Day One
u

Creating a Classroom Constitution
v Bring kids into circle
(Elementary/Middle)

v

Discuss living together –
§

§

v

What kind of place do you want to
live in for the next 10 months?
Emphasize community

Indigenous perspective:
Interdependence
§

Ceremony – signing the
constitution
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Creating an Experience
u

Team building activity – there are many you can do!
v

v

v

Land-Based: go for a walk around the neighborhood. Discuss the
natural environment, cultural diversity, uniqueness of “where we
live.”
Mindfulness: what do they see, hear, smell, feel in the school or
neighborhood? What in the environment makes them feel relaxed, at
peace, a sense of belonging? What causes stress, fatigue, exclusion?
Learning Profiles: Ways we learn best, things we find challenging.
Do it hands on – e.g. have them circle through a few different
activities, then debrief which they enjoyed / felt successful at, which
were challenging.
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Starting Block One

u

Individual Conferences
v

Have students engaged in an activity profiling themselves.
§

v
v

u

Show you who they are in whatever way they want (write a rap,
sing a song, draw, etc.)

The best teachers…
Call them one at a time, conference with them to “get to know
each other”

Start the RD program
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Classroom Ecologies
The word ecology is usually associated with nature.
But classrooms are ecological systems too.
u The environment of the classroom and the
inhabitants of that environment — students and
teachers—are constantly interacting. Each aspect of
the system affects all others.
u The characteristics of classrooms, the tasks of
teaching, and the needs of students all influence
those living in the environment.
u
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Physical Set-Up
Spaces for learning should invite and support the
students, and activities you plan in your classroom.
u Your arrangement should facilitate easy transitions
to the types of activities you have planned.
u Fit your ecology to your philosophy!
u Fit your ecology to your students!
u
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Design & The Hidden
Curriculum
u

The design of a classroom sends subtle messages to our students.
It is a part of the hidden curriculum - who is in power? What is
expected? For instance, a classroom in which all the desks are in
rows facing the front tells students that the teacher is in power, and
the expectation is that students will listen, and not talk to each
other. It conveys the message that learning is teacher-centered, and
oral - you have nothing to gain from your peers, movement, or
collaboration.

Questions to Consider

u

In designing your classroom then, you should consider the following:
v

v
v

v

v

What message do you want to send your students about what learning is,
and with whom it happens?
What activities do you want to have room for? Where will they take place?
Do you want your students to work together, or independently, or both?
How can you make transitions between the two as seamless as possible?
What materials do you want your students to access without having to ask
you?
Is everything equally accessible to your students (i.e. if you have a student
in a wheelchair or with any other disability, can they be independent in
accessing spaces and materials?)
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Physical Set-Up
u

UDL
v

v

v

u

All materials, and activities, must be accessible
INDEPENDENTLY
Must consider individual students and challenges – e.g.
student with visual impairment – use larger font, preferential
seating, blow up readings FOR ALL STUDENTS
Student in a wheelchair – space between desks, carpet
activities, etc. need to be considered

Bottom line – do not make students dependent!
They shouldn’t have to be “carried up the stairs”
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Starting the Year/Semester
u

u

Focus on Block One!
v

RD program – can be shortened or lengthened

v

Intro class meetings, spirit buddies

Prepare for Block Two
v

Teach Group-work

v

Teach conceptual representation
Teach process for centres

v

u

Start Block Two

Front load key vocabulary, basic concepts – make sure everyone
has the first level on the rubric
v During centres, float, assess and scaffold higher order thinking
© Jennifer Katz 2016
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Managing Centers
u

Introduce idea of centers with students
v Do a “walk through”
§

Arrive at center
Read Instruction Card

§

Discuss concepts, understanding

§

Discuss plan for task – what should be in the final product? How
can we be creative, and show deep thought?

§

Discuss plan for how group will work together (e.g. divide labor,
partner, time line, etc.)
Gather materials needed

§

§
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Managing Centers
u

u

u

Discuss behavioral expectations
v

Can move, talk – but must be THINKING and DISCUSSING

v

Respect for self and others = TEAMWORK

Explain assessment
§

Criteria you are looking for (EU’s)

§

No penalty for students who are learning the language, have
challenges, but group is expected to support

Timeline
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Managing Centers

u
u

u

Float and observe, formative assessment
Facilitate discussions – pose higher order questions
to scaffold learning
Stop and draw attention to:
v Groups that are working well together
v Creative ideas, deep thoughts
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Introducing Group Work:
Day One
u

Focus: Building Partnering Criteria

u

Introduction

u

Define Partnering

v

u

u

What does “partner” mean?

v

Equal status

v

Supportive, “Two heads are better than one” attitude

Brainstorm on T Chart
v

What would I see if I saw two partners working?

v

What would I hear them saying?

Role-Play
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Introducing Group Work:
Day Two
u
u

Focus: Communication
Goal: to develop listening criteria
v
v

v

Introduction: Reflect on partnering criteria, anything to add?
Define listening, set criteria for what makes a good listener
§

Eyes on, minds on

§
§

Focuses on partner, doesn’t get distracted by others, or own thinking
Listens, rather than thinking about own response / experience

§

Nonverbal: eye contact, facial expression

§

Role Play

Partner work
§

Think of a time when you were really happy
ª Partner A tells B, B reports out

§

Tell your partner – how did they do?

§

Reflection

ª
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Partner B tells A, A reports out

ª

W hat did you do to help your partner?

ª

W hat did your partner do to help you?

Introducing Group Work:
Day Three
u
u

Focus: Communication
Goal: To develop questioning/coaching skills
v
v
v

Introduction: Reflect on listening criteria, anything to add?
Discuss: How does questioning help you clarify your ideas/communication?
Develop criteria for good questioning
§ Extends your partners thinking
§
§
§

v

Doesn’t change the topic
Focuses on what’s important
Is supportive, not critical

§ Role Play
Partner work
§ Look at an artifact

§

ª Partner B turns away, describes artifact to partner A
ª Partner A coaches partner B “you could say more about”
Look at a second artifact
ª
ª

Partner A turns away, describes artifact to partner B
Partner B coaches partner A “you could say more about”

Tell your partner – how did they do?
Reflection
§ W hat did you do to help your partner?
§

v
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§

W hat did your partner do to help you?
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Introducing Group Work:
Day Four
u
u

Focus: Communication
Goal: To develop skills for reporting out
v
v

v

v
v

Introduction: Reflect on criteria for questioning, anything to add?
Discuss: What makes a good reporter, set criteria
§ Summarizes what partner said
§ Doesn’t change what partner said, or give own opinion
§ Is supportive and positive
§ Role play
Partner work
§ What does being a good friend mean to you?
ª Partner A tells B, B reports out
ª Partner B tells A, A reports out
Tell your partner – how did they do?
Reflection
§ What did you do to help your partner?
§ What did your partner do to help you?
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Introducing Group Work:
Day Five
u
u

Focus: Group-Work Criteria
Goal: To apply partner work understandings to small group work
v

Introduction
§ Review Partner work criteria

v

Discussion
§ How is working in a group the same or different as working in a
small group? (e.g. leadership)

v

Group Activity

§

§

Would the criteria need to change? How?
T Chart – hear/see when a group is working together
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Teaching Conceptual
Representation

u

Students often have little or no experience with alternative means
of representation – they have only been taught to write.
v

Do some whole class demonstrations, show videos
§

§

§

v

E.g. show a painting in which the artist has depicted a concept, like
poverty, love, bravery
Play music (no lyrics), that evokes particular moods, experiences (like
flight of the bumble bee)
Play charades, show video clips of mimes, build models

Take a written piece, and ask students to transfer the ideas into other
formats. For instance, a poem about bravery – how could you
represent bravery in images, musical tone, acting, dance, etc.
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